Challenging the convention of utilizing actual body weight dosing with intravenous immune globulin
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Intravenous immune globulin (IVIG) is indicated for the treatment of primary immunodeficiency, certain autoimmune/inflammatory conditions and prevention of bacterial infections in hematologic malignancies. It is traditionally dosed using actual body weight (ABW) [1], however, an expansive list of off-label IVIG uses has generated increased attention on the economic impact of this conventional dosing strategy. An assessment of the pharmacokinetic (PK) profile of IVIG suggests the practice of ABW based dosing could be called into question. IVIG has a small volume of distribution and lacks accumulation in lipophilic tissues [2]. Medications with similar PK profiles, including acyclovir are dosed using ideal body weight (IBW) [3]. Utilizing IBW dosing has been shown to conserve usage and reduce cost [4], but there is limited data regarding the efficacy of this dosing strategy. Traditionally, IVIG doses are based on body weight and given for a discrete time period or titrated to clinical effect. There is literature, though limited, to suggest an association between the magnitude of change in serum IgG levels pre-post IVIG therapy and clinical response [5,6]. To evaluate various IVIG dosing strategies and their effect on changes in serum IgG levels pre-post IVIG therapy, Anderson and Olson retrospectively evaluated eleven adult and seven adolescent patients to compare IgG levels before and after therapy with IVIG dosing based on ABW, IBW, and adjusted body weight. The correlation between IgG levels pre-post IVIG therapy was strongest, though not statistically significant, with dosage based on IBW (r = 0.83 vs 0.73, p = 0.65 for IBW vs ABW dosing in adult patients) [7]. In patients with hematologic malignancies, IVIG dosage strategies involving ABW, IBW or adjusted body weight (adjBW) were compared in 209 patients. There was no difference in infection rate between patients treated with an ABW strategy vs those treated with an IBW or adjBW strategy and IgG-level response after IVIG administration was not different between dosing groups. The authors suggested that use of IBW/adjBW dosing strategies could provide significant monthly savings compared to IVIG cost when using ABW dosing [8]. Other authors have experimented with smaller doses titrated to observed clinical response, reflecting a trend toward precision medicine, however this has not been studied in all populations and is not practical for all indications [9,10]. Currently, there is no data directly evaluating clinical outcomes using IBW versus ABW based IVIG regimens to guide the optimal dosing strategy in autoimmune/inflammatory conditions. At current, dosing IVIG based on IBW provides an economically attractive, alternative approach to conventional ABW dosing, however additional investigation is needed regarding clinical efficacy.
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